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Projet RUSSADE 





To enhance the role of universities as engines of development, the project 
promoted teachers and students mobility, attempted to give a solution to the lack 
of skilled professionals employed in key structures and encouraged an interactive 
approach according to local needs and labour markets to face challenges of 
sustainable agriculture and environmental protection. 
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A new Master course (French LMD system) on "Food Security and 
Environmental Sustainability" was offered to students in order to enhance 
different strategic topics: livestock and agricultural productions, food security 
and safety, environmental protection, sustainable management of natural 
resources, communication skills, projects management. 
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The program, included in the didactic offer of the Faculty of Agronomy, has 
been recognized by the African and Malagasy Council for Higher Education 
(CAMES). The issued diplomas are valid in all the countries of Africa.  
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Master Objectives: To train experts to work out and coordinate 
interventions to promote food security compatible with sustainable 
development and the proper use of natural resources and ensure the 
dissemination of the achieved results. 

Unités d’Enseignement  

Fondamentales Transversales Complémentaires Optionnelles 

UE 1 – Amélioration des 
systèmes de production 
animales et végétales 

UE 4 - Politiques et 
stratégies de 
développement 

UE 8 – Conférences sur 
la sécurité alimentaire et 
la durabilité 
environnementale 

Cours optionnels (SIG et 
télédétection; WASH; 
énergies renouvelables)  

UE 2 - Gestion du 
terroir et des ressources 
naturelles 

UE 5 – Biodiversité et 
biosécurité 

UE 3 - Valorisation des 
productions agro-
alimentaires 

UE 6 - Outils 
méthodologique et de 
communication 

UE 7 – Aspects globaux 
et locaux de la sécurité 
alimentaire et de la 
durabilité 
environnementale 



The first edition of the Master enrolled 10 students (5 Nigeriens, 3 Chadians, 1 
Togolese and 1 Burkinabe, 1 woman, 9 men), with various specializations 
(agronomists, biologists, geologists, etc.). All participants have duly completed 
their study course by obtaining their Master's degree between April and July 2016.  
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The Master involved the participation of 49 teachers from six different 
nationalities (Niger, Burkina Faso, Chad, Mali, France and Italy). 
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Theoretical courses were alternated with practical courses: 8 field trips were 
carried out with the local support of the NGO Terre Solidali and the administration 
of the W National Park, and seminars/debates, open to the participation of other 
students and researchers, completed the educational offer. 
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Elements of evaluation Index of 
satisfaction Bad Not so 

bad 
Quite 
good Good Very 

good 
No 

response 

Didactical organisation   6,12 1% 14% 36% 33% 13% 4% 
Information about the 

exams   5,69 6% 13% 25% 21% 11% 25% 

Professor availability   7,01 2% 7% 24% 38% 24% 6% 

Number of hours   5,44 5% 19% 33% 30% 8% 6% 

Entry requirements 6,6 0% 9% 34% 38% 16% 5% 

Didactical material 6,52 1% 9% 30% 40% 14% 7% 

Complementary activities 6,16 1% 10% 29% 28% 10% 23% 

Motivations from professors 6,49 1% 11% 29% 36% 17% 6% 

Locations 6,71 0% 5% 36% 40% 14% 6% 
General students’ 

satisfaction 6,26 3% 9% 37% 31% 15% 5% 
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The importance of this dynamic was testified by the students, who noted that the regional 
dimension of training, as well as the North-South partnership, were the motivations to 
prefer the Master RUSSADE to the others available in their universities. 



The final dissertations of the first promotion of the Master II "Food Safety and 
Environmental Sustainability", took place at the CRESA of the Faculty of Agronomy 
of the University Abdou Moumouni of Niamey (Niger). 
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A survey of the conditions of employment of graduates, carried out six months 
after the end of the Master's degree, revealed a positive situation with six 
graduates out of eight currently employed, including two who found their work 
after the Master and one probably as a result of this. The fact that all the 
graduates work in the disciplinary field of the Master demonstrates the 
adequacy of training to the demand of work in the sector.  
 
Even the two graduates who had no job at the time of the survey had a 
temporary experience that was a consequence of the Master.  
 
These data, combined with the perception of the executives interviewed, show 
that the Master can contribute to better employability of young executives in 
the area of food security and environmental sustainability.  
 
The internship, in particular, has proved to be an excellent entry point into the 
labour market. 
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Dissemination of project results and awareness raising on issues of food 
security and environmental sustainability are promoted through conferences, 
papers and panels. The RUSSADE project produced teaching materials 
dedicated to the dissemination of several fundamental concepts of 
environmental themes and of sustainable development, considered in an 
integrated vision. 
 
Certain concepts about public health, environmental protection and food 
security have also been disseminated to a wider public and, in particular, to 
schoolchildren, in collaboration with a Nigerien NGO.  
 
For this reason verbal communication has been integrated with images, 
developing posters that have highlighted explicit and implicit concepts often 
interconnected.  
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The involved partners considered the collaboration developed within the 
teachers as an opportunity to exchange experiences and to strengthen the 
capacities of each institution, very fruitful in terms of supply planning and 
didactic methods.  
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Another indicator of the quality of relationships is the fact that all partners 
are motivated to re-propose the experience in order to make this Master a 
permanent part of the didactic offer of the different institutions and they 
even aspire to complete it with a path of Doctorate.  
 
 
 
The Master, the main  
outcome of the project,  
proposes a didactic program 
that meets the priorities of the 
target countries by working 
on the development of local 
solutions, enhanced by  
the inter-academic collaboration, 
which adds value in terms of  
expertise and innovation. 
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